Microsoft Research hosted the 2016 WSDM Cup Challenge based on the Microsoft Academic Graph. The goal was to provide static rankings for the articles that make up the graph, with the rankings to be evaluated against those of human judges. While the Microsoft Academic Graph provided metadata about many aspects of each scholarly document, we focused more narrowly on citation data and used this contest as an opportunity to test the Article Level Eigenfactor (ALEF), a novel citation-based ranking algorithm, and evaluate its performance against competing algorithms that drew upon multiple facets of the data from a large, real world dataset (122M papers and 757M citations). Our final submission to this contest was scored at 0.676, earning second place.
INTRODUCTION
The scholarly literature comprises at least 50 million articles, and some estimates place this tally as high as 150 million. Today, scientific advances occur at ever increasing rates, technology enables a wealth of new approaches to investigation, and scholars publish their work in a rapidly diversifying variety of venues. Despite all this, scholars continue to search for papers as if it were 1960. Manually tracing citation chains remains an important mode of search and discovery, with researchers often choosing which papers to read based off little more than the title and names of the authors. The fundamental problem was succinctly described by Vannevar Bush 70 years ago: "The summation of human experience is being expanded at a prodigious rate, and the means we use for threading through the consequent maze to the momentarily important item is the same as was used in the days of square-rigged ships." [6] Transportation has improved immensely since 1945, our information overload problem has only worsened.
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WSDM '16, February 22-25, 2016 , San Francisco, CA, USA. for helping scholars find important material in the vast academic literature. Such systems aim to identify documents that are both relevant to a user's interests and of sufficiently high importance to merit attention. Determining relevance is a problem of matching; determining importance is a problem of ranking. Once documents are assembled into a vast network by hyperlinks among them, the connectivity of the linked documents provides extensive contextual information that can be used for ranking. Google's PageRank algorithm [15, 5] provides a perfect example. Before Google, most search engines looked for relevant search results without considering the importance of the pages they returned. Finding the most important websites required human-curated web directories such as that offered by Yahoo at the time. Google showed us that latent within the hyperlink graph of the world wide web lies the information needed to solve both the problems of determining relevance and of determining importance.
The scholarly literature has its own graph structure, with papers as nodes and links laid down by the practice of scholarly citation. We can use this structure to automate the process of scholarly discovery [2] . We have spent several years applying network-based methods to citation graphs to determine the importance of entities in those graphs [18, 19, 20, 28, 29, 21] . Although our methods were originally developed to assess the importance of journals, we have recently developed a modified ranking methodology which operates on individual articles: Article-Level Eigenfactor (ALEF) [27] .
The 2016 WSDM Cup Challenge presented an excellent opportunity to evaluate and extend our methods, while comparing their performance to other approaches. This is the first time we have evaluated ALEF in a static ranking challenge. We found that ALEF was effective by itself, more so than simpler network methods. We also developed a basic method of extending our rankings to authors. This provided additional score coverage and a slightly higher score in the competition.
RELATED WORK
Researchers have been using the structure of citation networks to gather information about scholarly articles for many decades. One of the first attempts at a similarity metric was bibliographic coupling, which measured the similarity between two documents based on the number of papers cited by both of them [11] . This approach, though novel, had some shortcomings. The most substantial of these limitations derives from the time-directed nature of citation graphs. Since a paper can only cite papers published before it, an early paper will be missing many of the citations included in a later paper on the same subject. As a result, bibliometric coupling matches documents that were written at roughly the same time; the similarity metric fails to evolve with the field. To address these shortcomings, Small [23] reversed the directionality of citation tracing to introduce a method known as co-citation similarity. The co-citation approach determines document similarity based on the frequency with which two documents are cited together in other papers. Unlike bibliographic coupling, co-citation similarity evolves and changes as fields change, providing a similarity measure that is based on the current academic milieu, rather than one from twenty years ago.
Although researchers initially used bibliographies to calculate similarity metrics, they soon had the idea of measuring citation flows between journals to understand importance. The core notion in this area, introduced by Bonacich [4] , is eigenvector centrality. Bonacich wanted to find the important nodes in a social network; his idea was that important nodes are those which are linked to by other important nodes. While this may sound circular, it is merely recursive and can be computed by straightforward matrix operations. Bonacich's approach found its greatest value in algorithms for searching the world wide web: HITS by Kleinberg [12] and PageRank by Brin and Page [5] . Eigenvector centrality algorithms afford two equivalent interpretations. We can view them as voting algorithms in which each node votes iteratively for the nodes to which it links, or as tracking algorithms in which we follow the trajectory of a random walker on the network and compute the steady-state distribution of the walker's position. Under the latter interpretation, the time spent at each node reflects its relative importance, thereby generating rankings for all nodes. We will use the random walker interpretation here.
Long before eigenvector centrality approaches were used for ranking websites, researchers explored their utility for ranking scholarly journals when applied to citation networks. Early papers included work by Pinski and Narin [17] and Liebowitz and Palmer [14] . A substantial subsequent literature refined these initial approaches [10, 16, 13, 25, 3] . Our own work developing the evaluationr algorithm followed in this tradition [1, 28] . Eigenvector centrality methods in general, and PageRank analogues in particular, can be applied directly to journal-level citation networks. Article-level citation networks are more challenging because they are directed acyclic graphs in which following a random walker leads inexorably back in time toward the earliest papers. Nonetheless, several author have explored this approach [7, 8, 24] . The actual efficacy of these attempts is difficult to measure. However, a qualitative analysis found that when adjusting the algorithm to deal with the directed acyclic nature of the network, an eigenvector centrality approach could identify "scientific gems", papers that may not be cited often but are of great importance in their field [7] . Here we present the latest iteration of this process. ALEF has its conceptual foundations in eigenvector centrality approaches, but deals with the problem of directed acyclic graphs in a new way.
CONTEST DESCRIPTION
The impetus for this work was the 2016 WSDM Cup Challenge, hosted by Microsoft Research. The challenge is to statically rank articles in the Microsoft Academic Graph [22] . The August 20 th , 2015 version of the graph, which we used throughout, consists of over 122 million papers, 123 million authors and 757 million citations. It provides metadata including article title, authors, publication date, journal or conference name, author affiliations, citation data, and the URL from which the paper had been retrieved. Teams were to assign a value from 0 to 1 for each paper, with higher scores corresponding to more important papers. Rankings were evaluated by comparing the pair-wise ranking for a set of papers that have been ranked by human experts. If the algorithm concurred with the experts on the relative importance of two papers, then the algorithm was considered to have correctly ranked this pair. An algorithm's performance was expressed as the fraction of the time that the algorithm agreed with the human experts in a pairwise comparison of papers. A score of .676 means means that the algorithm agreed with the human judges 67.6% of the time.
The contest was divided into two phases. This paper largely reports on the results from Phase I; Phase II is ongoing. In Phase I, the expert data was randomly split into two data sets: an evaluation (training) set that teams could query repeatedly to develop their algorithms, and a test set that was withheld from teams and used to rank the final submissions. Neither the evaluation set nor the test set were directly available to the contestants. Contestants could only observe the performance of their rankings as submitted to Microsoft Research.
ALGORITHM
Our aim in this study was to determine whether a simple, lowparameter algorithm that used only one facet of the metadatathe citation network-could more effectively and robustly rank scholarly papers than more complicated approaches.
Our approach is first to calculate a citation-based score for each paper using ALEF. We then use these article scores to generate scores for each author. We then combine the scores of all the authors of a paper to generate an author score for that paper. Finally, we combine the citation and author scores to generate a final score for each paper.
Author Level Eigenfactor
Citations have long been considered one of the best sources of information about a paper's influence. Although there is substantial criticism of using raw citation counts as a measure of importance, methods derived from PageRank and HITS alleviate some of this concern. We used a method developed at Umeå University and the University of Washington called Article-Level Eigenfactor or (ALEF) [27] .
Like PageRank, ALEF simulates a random walk on the citation network. Citation networks are directed, (nearly) acyclic graphs: a paper can only cite papers written before it. Thus a random walker that follows the citation trail will inevitably move to earlier and earlier papers as it progresses, and will spend the majority of its time at older citations. Because citation and web link matrices may be non-irreducible or nearly so, most algorithms allow the random walker to "teleport" to a new location in the network with some frequency, 15% of the time in the original PageRank implementation. In directed acyclic graphs, this further serves to help the random walker escape dead ends and moves walker forward in time to more recent papers.
ALEF ameliorates this problem of moving backward in time by shortening the number of steps the random walker takes between teleportation steps, and by modifying how the teleportation steps are made. For this version of ALEF, the random walker takes only one step before teleporting again. We tested other variants of this parameter, but found that additional steps on the citation graph did not improve the ranking. The ALEF teleporation process has the random walker teleport to links rather than nodes.
First, we teleport to a random link in the network. Next, instead of beginning the walk, we move with equal probability either "upstream" of the link to a node that cites this one, or "downstream" of the link to a node cited by this one. This is effectively an undirected walk at this step, allowing us to move either back or forwards in time. We then resume our time-directed walk, scoring nodes based on how often we arrive at them. We believe that this approach helps to alleviate the problem of unduly weighting older papers.
Author Score
ALEF is only able to assign non-zero scores to papers that have been cited and are well integrated into the larger citation network. This is particularly problematic for the most recently released papers that have not yet had time to accumulate citations. In an attempt to increase the number of papers that we can rank, we supplement the ALEF score for each paper with author scores derived from the ALEF scores of the authors.
We create two types of author scores: an individual scholar's author score (IA) and a paper's author score (PA). The IA score is the mean non-zero ALEF score of all the papers for a single author, while the PA score is the mean non-zero IA score for all the authors of that paper. We use means rather than medians so that a big hit paper has a substantial impact on a scholar's IA score, and a big name coauthor has a substantial impact on a paper's PA score.
Combining Scores
Using ALEF scores alone yielded a performance of 0.693, while author scores alone yielded a performance of 0.655. The final step in computing a paper's score is computing a weighted average of these components. To determine the optimal weights we performed a manual parameter sweep. We found that 70:30, 50:50, and 30:70 combinations of ALEF and author scores yields performances of 0.699,0.693, and 0.691 respectively. Thus in our final submission we used 70% citation score and 30% author score.
Randomizing unranked papers
Since the contest scoring is performed by comparing the scores of two papers, a pair of papers that both have zero-valued scores will necessarily fail to match the ordering chosen by the humans experts. Even a random guess should be correct half the time, and if having the wrong order is no worse than having a tie, such guessing should improve the scoring overall. Since our method only scored 54% of papers even with author scores added, we assigned small random scores for all unranked papers. This is similar to regularization methods or adding noise to inject "serendipity" into the results. To ensure these randomized scores did not outscore a paper we had an actual ranking for, we found the minimum non-zero score of ranked papers and to all zero-valued papers we randomly assigned scores drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, minval * 0.999]. This had no effect on the performance of our rankings, and we removed this randomization step from our Phase II submission. We mention it here for completeness.
Code & Environment
One of the strengths of ALEF is its computational efficiency. The calculation is relatively fast and the mechanics are easy to explain. Subtracting the read/write times, the scores can be calculated in about 2.5 hrs on a standard 2.4 GHz machine. Thus our scoring system could be run on a daily basis to keep up with a growing corpus. We have written our code in C++ (ALEF step) and Python (author-level step). The Python code uses the NumPy and SciPy [9] packages. However, our method does consume significant memory when calculating on the a graph as big as the MAS graph (approximately 50 GB). The code is freely available at github.com/jevinw/. Figure 1 provides a summary of evaluation set performance for 4 (out of a total of 45) ranking methods that we evaluated in Phase I of the competition. For each method, we report: coverage, the percentage of the corpus for which we could provide non-zero scores; uniqueness, the percentage of scores that were uniquely 
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Performance of Four Ranking Methods
In-degree ALEF ALEF+PA Final Figure 1 : Statistics of four result sets described in the text. Coverage indicates the percentage of papers to which we were able to assign scores. Uniqueness indicates the percentage of uniquely valued scores in our rankings. Performance is the percentage of comparisons in which our rankings agreed with those of human experts in the evaluation set.
valued; and performance, the percentage of correct comparisons when our rankings were judged against those of human experts. The first method shown is In-degree: the raw number of citations number of citations that a paper receives, divided by the total number of citations in the dataset to obtain a value on [0, 1]. The second is our basic ALEF score; with this approach we were able to provide rankings for 40% of the papers and we received a judged score of 0.693. The third is ALEF+PA: here we took a weighted avergae of each paper's ALEF scores and its paper author score (PA), using 70% ALEF and 30% PA when both were available and 100% of whatever we had when only one was available. This improved our coverage, providing an additional 17,180,522 scores (+34.3%) and increasing our judged score to 0.699. Finally, we generated random scores for un-scored papers, which is why our final submission has 100% coverage. This did not improve our judged score.
Our score on the test dataset was 0.676, putting us in second place after Phase I of the competition.
DISCUSSION
One of the big lessons from the competition was the utility of simple, low-parameter methods. During the evaluation stage of Phase I, it was unclear whether such methods would be effective; for much of this period our percentage of correct comparisons hovered just below 70% and we barely remained among the top 20 teams. When the competition shifted from the evaluation stage to the test stage, our success percentage dropped from 69.9,% to 67.6%, but our rank position rose from 15 to 2. This suggests that many of the other approaches may have been overfitting during evaluation stage. Switching evaluation sets was a useful feature of the competition in that it to encouraged more robust rankings and discouraged overfitting.
Since the evaluation and test data sets were not revealed, we do not know which papers were ranked by human experts nor even how many papers were ranked in this way. Nor do we yet know the specifics of the methods used by the other winning teams. Consequently, it is impossible at this point to know why certain methods performed better than others. We will learn more when the top teams publish their methods; additionally there would be a benefit to releasing these two labeled sets of data so that we could better interpret the results of the competition.
One of the main goals of this work was to evaluate ALEF's ability to rank papers. When we compared ALEF to degree centrality, we found that it did score higher, though not by much: .693 v .687. One area where ALEF performed substantially better than degree centrality is in coverage, in that this method generates 20% more scores due to the dynamics of teleportation. Although the score increase is slight, when combined with the substantially larger coverage this implies that ALEF is more useful for static ranking, as it can rank a greater number of documents with slightly higher accuracy than degree centrality. The Spearman's correlation between degree centrality and ALEF is ρ = 0.97, but these seemingly minor differences in net score can be extremely important for relative ranking [26] .
Inferring author scores from citation data appeared useful, providing a .006 increase in our evaluation score and allowed us to rank an additional 14% of the corpus.
A list of the top papers, as ranked by ALEF, is initially alarming. The first two entries are the same paper (Protein Measurement With the Folin Phenol Reagent, by Lowry et al 1951), the third is a journal (N Engl J Med), and the fourth is the text "In the Press". Looking closely, however, we find that these are each listed as papers in the underlying graph database. Thus our approach is generating the correct scores, given the underlying graph data. To validate this, we looked up the top paper using other citation databases and found that it is a seminal methods paper on protein measurement. For example, Google Scholar reports a mind boggling 200,000 citations. Finding it at the top of any citation based measure of impact is unsurprising; the dual appearance results from duplicated entries in the original data. The third entry is not a paper at all, but rather the New England Journal of Medicine, a highly respected and influential journal. Though the URL associated with this paper is a ResearchGate entry, it is uclear how entry was constructed and how it was assigned 132,239 citations (while only citing 4 documents). The fourth entry, In the press, has similar characteristics to the third.
Finally, the judging method created a potentially interesting insight. A pair-wise ranking evaluation means a completely random ranking should result in a score of approximately 50%. We tested this idea by submitting a result set that consisted of random scores drawn uniformly from [0, 1], which was scored at 0.526. If we consider that the first place entry received a score of 0.683, this means the best ranking in the competition is only 30% better than random chance. Interpreting this fact is a bit difficult. On one hand, only being 30% better than random chance sounds quite bad. However, an A-B relative ranking evaluation metric is as favorable as possible for a random ranking, because it doesn't penalize ridiculous guesses and more than close misses. Thus the seemingly lackluster upgrade rate of 30% may not be as bad as it first appears. We are hopeful that Phase II, which will use the rankings as part of Microsoft Academic Search and use usage data to validate the results, will provide more insight into the performance of various algorithms.
CONCLUSION
This contest allowed us to determine several useful things. First, ALEF performed well, especially when the evaluation datasets were varied. This suggests that a large part of the signal in the Microsoft Academic Graph lies in the citation network alone. Given the substantial success of machine learning methods in other domains, it is interesting to see that network based methods perform well on scholarly papers, at least for static rankings. However, one should not discount machine learning techniques as there is no reason to believe they are inherently untenable in this domain. Rather, we may simply not understand how to apply them appropriately yet. Furthermore, machine learning and network based methods are not mutually exclusive; presumably skillful integration of both would give even better results than seen here.
Second, the idea of inferring other scores, such as author scores, from citation scores provides additional coverage and a slight improvement in performance.
Finally, this contest pushed the limits of our current ALEF implementation. This dataset, with a citation graph of 38 million nodes and over 600 million edges, was the largest we have processed. As datasets improve and more articles are published and added to the graph, we will need to improve our implementation to keep pace so that rankings can be updated in real time.
In sum, we found the contest to be a useful exercise and hope to see further competitions in the future.
